
1 Assembly elections in 5 key States in November 

1 Israel imposes total siege on Gaza; death count
rises 

1 Claudia Goldin wins 2023 Economics Nobel Prize
for research on workplace gender gap 

6 The silence around the state’s seizure of India’s
press 

6 Mental health and the floundering informal
worker 

7 The end of the two -state solution 

8 The state of India’s Scheduled Areas 

9 What is multimodal artificial intelligence and
why is it important? 

10 Smart fence along Myanmar border in the
pipeline: govt. 

10 Israel -Hamas conflict casts shadow on
economic initiatives, says official 

12 Urban unemployment rate drops to 6.6% in Q1 

12 Stroke deaths likely to surge to 9.7 million by
2050, says report 

12 ICMR to conduct study to develop solutions to
remedy childhood undernutrition 

14 What did Hamas achieve from the attack on
Israel? 

II India needs youth mental health focus to strike
demographic gold 

II Scientists untangle mystery of the earliest
galaxies 

1 Israel orders complete siege on Gaza, Hamas
threatens to kill hostages if fresh bombing

1 CJI bench pauses transfer of Armed Forces
Tribunal Judge after Bar strike

1 On its campus, NSG wages war against
invader: vilayati kikar

10 46L Kudumbashree women ’back to school’

14 FACE THE CLIMATE

14 A straw in the whirlwind

14 THE WAIT CONTINUES

15 Place the child at the centre

17 Unemployment rate drops to 6.6% in urban
areas in Q1

19 Gaza, a history of war

19 THIRD INTIFADA

19 How marriage, parenthood, and the pill impact
women in the workforce
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“You must have a few minutes of self-interrogation when you ask the most
difficult questions of your actions”.


